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Course overview. This course will teach students about politics in authoritarian regimes, the predominant form of political regime throughout history and one that is still prevalent today. The goals of the course are three-fold. First, students will learn about various strategies that authoritarian rulers use to stay in power. Second, students will be exposed to contemporary debates about authoritarian regimes (e.g., Arab Spring, Western democracy promotion). Third, students will learn about the varieties of authoritarian regimes and their implications for regime transition and other outcomes.

Grading
• **5x10% Essays/short responses:** There will be 5 essay questions assigned throughout the course that will each require student responses of 500-750 words. The questions will be closely related to topics discussed in class and in the readings. Essays must demonstrate substantial use of the assigned readings to earn better than a C. You are encouraged to use your notes and to consult the readings when writing your essays, but you CANNOT discuss the essays with any classmates until you have handed them in.

• **30% Final paper:** There will be a final paper of 10-12 pages for W students and 5-6 pages for non-W students. The papers provide students with an opportunity to examine the topics discussed in class from the in-depth perspective of one or several empirical cases of their choosing (although other suitable projects may be substituted for this; for example, students may be allowed to write a paper that includes statistical analysis if they prefer). The paper will require W students to cite at least six academic sources not among assigned readings for the class, and three sources for non-W students. More details about the final paper will be forthcoming in the first few weeks of class.

• **20% Class participation:** This is a small seminar class that requires active participation from each student. This is not a free 20% of the grade for students that simply show up. Quality participation requires attending class, demonstrated attempts to understand the readings to the best of your ability, and thoughtful responses to comments by your classmates and the instructor.
Reading. Almost all the topics will cover two classes, one on Tuesday and one on Thursday. I expect students to have completed all the readings for the week before Tuesday’s class. The order of readings in the syllabus does not necessarily indicate the order in which we will discuss them, so do not expect readings at the bottom to be discussed only on Thursday. All readings will be uploaded to the course Blackboard site. Also, pay close attention to the specific pages assigned for each reading because often it is only several pages from a longer article. Note that all aspects of your grade (written assignments, class participation) are highly contingent on thoughtful completion of the readings.

Reading advice: On par with an upper-level political course, there is a considerable reading load per week. Some of these readings make theoretical points, and below I provide advice on how to best handle such readings. Case studies also compose a large number of these pages. The goal of the case studies is to provide examples of general theoretical patterns, rather than to make you an expert on individual cases. Do not ignore the details, but do not dwell on specific events, either. Instead, think about how information from the cases provides insight into the broader themes of the course and into the specific key questions posed that week. A student that is well-prepared for a particular session will have spent several hours with the readings and perhaps an additional hour writing notes that link the readings to the key questions. Students should be prepared to discuss the readings in some amount of depth (e.g., if you missed the dictator’s name or the name of the ruling party, then you probably did not read closely enough) but will not be quizzed on or expected to memorize a wealth of specific details.

Finally, every week contains questions to help guide the readings. This should not encourage students only to read until the point where they can answer those specific questions. Although we will discuss all these topics in class, we will cover other questions that arise from the readings as well. Students are encouraged to produce questions of their own that we can discuss.

Attendance. Attendance is required at all sessions. Please notify me of any known and unavoidable absences (e.g., University-sponsored academic or sporting event) at the beginning of the semester, and any unforeseen circumstances (e.g., death in the family, illness) as soon as possible if they arise. I understand that unforeseen events do happen on occasion, but it is your responsibility, not mine, to keep me updated.

Submitting assignments and late policy. All assignments will be emailed directly to the instructor as a Microsoft Word document by the day and time indicated on the syllabus. I will make comments on the papers, and this is easiest to do in Word. The late policy is that assignments handed in between 1 and 24 hours late will receive a full grade off, assignments handed in between 24 and 48 hours late will receive two full grades off, and assignments handed in more than 48 hours late will not be accepted. As with attendance, it is your responsibility to keep me updated and to coordinate an alternative plan if needed as soon in advance as possible.
**Academic honesty.** Tempted to cheat? Don’t do it. Fortunately, there are few possible opportunities for cheating in this course. Students are encouraged to talk to each other about the readings and about their final papers outside of class, and are encouraged to use their notes and readings when writing the five essays and final paper. The only exception is that students are NOT ALLOWED to discuss their answers to essay questions with each other or with anyone else prior to handing them in. If I learn that students collaborated or otherwise received help on an essay, then they will receive no credit for that essay and there may be further repercussions. The university’s academic honesty policy can be found at: http://www.rochester.edu/college/honesty.

**Anything else.** If any of this is unclear or if there are other relevant details for your situation, please contact me sooner rather than later. If you have a disability for which you may request an academic accommodation, you are encouraged to contact both myself and the access coordinator for your school to establish eligibility for academic accommodations (please see https://www.rochester.edu/disability/students.html). I hope this course will be an enjoyable experience for everyone, which I suppose makes me a benevolent authoritarian ruler.

**Schedule of classes**

**September 1** – **No class**

**September 6 and 8** – **Introduction to and conceptualizing authoritarian regimes**

**Key questions:** What distinguishes authoritarian from democratic regimes? What are distinguishing characteristics of different types of authoritarian regimes? What are major trends over time regarding the frequency of dictatorships relative to democracies, as well as the frequency of different types of authoritarian regimes?

**Reading:**
- Read the syllabus for this course.
- Useful empirical trends to know:
  - The distribution of authoritarian and democratic regimes over time: https://cdn3.vox-cdn.com/thumbor/Nd2SQ5o8Lo17-BEWJ4Y7HLpiRH4=/1600x0/filters:no_upscale()/cdn0.vox-cdn.com/assets/4337013/democracy_advance_gif.gif
  - Recent democratic regression:
Part I. Core tools of authoritarian regimes

September 13 and 15 – Political survival without institutions

Key questions: A dictator is singular, compared to its inner circle and to the masses of society. How can a leader possibly retain power in the absence of institutions to govern politics? What prevents the masses from rushing the gates of the palace—especially in the face of highly autocratic rule?

Reading:
- Theory. Note: All of these contain a technical element (some a heavy one, which is why you are skipping a good chunk of the Svolik and Acemoglu et al. articles). To the best of your ability, given the pages assigned, try to understand the core theoretical point that the authors make. What key tradeoffs do the main actors face? How do they resolve those tradeoffs? What are the implications of actors’ choices for authoritarian stability and for the types of authoritarian regimes that should form? You might have to read each several times to understand the main point, which is why the total number of assigned pages for each is intentionally short.
  - Read the Nielsen handout on collective action.
- Empirics:
**September 20 and 22 – Resources and patronage politics**

**Key questions:** How do authoritarian rulers use revenues and other state discretionary tools to build support? What makes patronage strategies more or less successful? How does the amount of revenue affect prospects for survival?

**Reading:**
- Read either:
  - If you are more interested in the Middle East and/or oil: Chapter 3 “Oil and Politics” (pgs. 42-77) of Gause III, Gregory F. 1994. *Oil Monarchies: Domestic and Security Challenges in the Arab Gulf States*. New York: Council on Foreign Relations.

**Note:** Two of these articles, like many we will encounter throughout the semester, contain a statistical testing component. If you are able to understand any of the details, that is great, but that is not expected or required. Instead, as with the more difficult theoretical readings, I want you to understand what the takeaway from the article is and what hypotheses the authors claim to find evidence for or against. If possible, think about the virtues and shortcomings of the testing strategy. But do not dwell on technical aspects of the articles that you do not understand.

**September 27 and 29 – Repression**

**Key questions:** What goals do authoritarian rulers seek to achieve by using repression? How do rulers create incentives for their military to follow orders to use force? Why does repression sometimes fail, and what are the consequences?

**Reading:**
- Read section 3 “The Logic of Terror” (pgs. 6-7 of the pdf) from Haber, Stephen. 2008. “Authoritarian Government.” In *The Oxford Handbook of Political Economy*, Eds. Donald A. Wittman and Barry R. Weingast. New York: Oxford University Press. (We will read the entire chapter later in the class.)
- Read either:
October 4 and 6 – Application: Surviving the Arab Spring

Key questions: What enabled ordinary citizens to suddenly rise up and precipitate authoritarian turnover in several Middle Eastern/North African countries in spring of 2011? What accounts for the differences in outcomes across countries in the region? Which authoritarian tools that we have discussed proved most or least effective?

Reading:


- Read either:

- Read each of these short pieces by leading Middle East or oil scholars:


- Short newspaper clips about Egypt five years later:
[Essays #1 and #2 assigned after class on October 6. Due at 5pm on October 14]

Part II. Authoritarian institutions and types of authoritarian regimes

October 11 and 13 – Military regimes

Key questions: Why do militaries sometimes intervene in politics? Because the military has the guns, how do civilian dictators ever maintain control over their military? Why do leaders of military regimes ever relinquish power? Why have military regimes become so rare since the Cold War ended?

Reading:
  - By skim, from this reading I simply want you to get a sense of the factors that might cause the military to intervene in politics and the reasons it might withdraw.

October 18 – No class. Enjoy fall break.

October 20, 25, and 27 – Party regimes

Key questions: In what ways do parties provide effective organizations for helping authoritarian regimes remain in power? What are the difficulties and tradeoffs involved in creating strong authoritarian parties? What are sources of vulnerability in party regimes?

Assignment: Think about what you want to write about for your final paper. In addition to discussing the readings, we will discuss students’ final paper ideas in class on October 25.

Reading:


There is more reading than usual for this topic because it will span three class sessions. We will not get to the following readings until either October 25 or 27, so you are not required to have read them by October 20.


November 1 and 3 – Economic development in authoritarian regimes

Recommendation: Visit me in office hours to discuss your final paper sometime before you have to hand in a one-page description of your final paper on November 16.

Key questions: Because regimes that are strong enough to enforce property rights are also strong enough to take them away, how can dictators ever credibly commit to protect property rights? What incentives do authoritarian regimes have to pursue policies that either promote or undermine economic growth? Under what conditions can authoritarian regimes succeed at promoting economic development?

Reading:


• Read either:
  o Pgs. 53-97 (i.e., you do not need to read the commentary that follows the article) in Rodrik, Dani. 1995. “Getting Interventions Right: How South Korea and Taiwan Grew Rich.” Economic Policy, 10(20): 53-107.
November 8 and 10 – Electoral authoritarianism

Key questions: It is very common for contemporary authoritarian regimes to hold at least semi-competitive elections, in contrast to 30 years ago. Why have so many dictators agreed to hold elections? In what ways can these elections facilitate democracy? In what ways can these elections serve as a tool to bolster authoritarian rule?

Reading:

November 15 and 17 – Controlling the media

Assignment due November 17: Hand in a brief (~1 pg.) description of what you will write about for your final paper. This document is due by noon on November 16 to give me a chance to read all of them before class on Thursday. It must mention at least two outside sources (i.e., not assigned readings for this course) that you plan to use.

Key questions: What are authoritarian rulers’ goals when imposing media controls? Under what conditions can rulers achieve these goals? When might authoritarian regimes benefit from loosening media controls? How has the advent of the Internet and social media affected prospects for authoritarian regime survival?

Reading:
- Read pgs. 402-405 (stop at section “Setup”) and pgs. 410 (starting with “Evidence”) to the end of Lorentzen, Peter. 2014. “China’s Strategic Censorship.”


- Three brief newspaper articles:
  - https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/authoritarian-regimes-retool-their-media-control-strategy/2014/01/10/5c5bfa6e-7886-11e3-af7f-13bf0e9965f6_story.html?utm_term=.3f3e72e7370c


[Essays #3 and #4 assigned after class on November 15. Due at 5pm on November 20]

Part III. International influences

November 22 – Colonialism and democracy

Key questions: What aspects of colonial rule are correlated with democracy? Why did some colonial rulers care about promoting democracy? What may have been unique about the colonial era that facilitated international democracy promotion?

Reading:


November 29 and December 1 - The West during the Cold War and afterwards

Key questions: Have Western countries consistently promoted democracy? Under what conditions are Western countries able to promote democracy? What tools can authoritarian rulers use to thwart democracy promotion? How has Western democracy promotion differed between the colonial era and post-colonial eras?

Reading:


*December 6 and 8 – Application: The United States and Nation-Building*

**Key questions:** You decide!

**Reading:**

*December 13 – Essay #5 in class*

**Assignment:** Work on your final papers.

**In class:** Essay #5 to be assigned and written in class.

*[Final paper due at 5pm on December 16]*